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» The-fiction to initiate an investigation is denied.

f The contentions made by the Church are without merit. the
} prdnary purpose of such an investigation presumably would be to
I initiate contempt proceedings should there prove to be any"
5: violations of the Court‘: sealing orders. Bearing in mind the
w burden oi’ proof in a contempt prosecution and the one year‘,

statute of limitations, except as to continuing violations, allftf
;’ that has been presented basically is a conflict between the-r ji. =1"
’ declarations submitted by both sides concerning events that *

A happened in the past. Cross-defendant relies heavily upon
@ declarations by Ha. Cooper and Hrs. Dukort. Both of these persons

i have severe credibility problems. Hr; Flynn and others haven
I submitted contrary declarations. The Court sees no reason to

believe either*Hs. Cooper or-Hrs. Dukoft over the contrary
~ declarations, and is not satisfied by even a.preponderance of the

, evidence that there has been a violation or the sealing order.
\

‘.

Further, the Court believes that considering the fact that the
, trial is scheduled to begin in January, the attention and efforts
g of the_parties should be directed towards preparing themselves for
J trial. The proposed investigation would only divert the parties
, from shat should be done between new and January, and inevitably
;_prolong and make more costly what has already been a time consuming

and expansive process. In addition, such would inevitably'inpinge
j upon the Court‘: limited resources and ability to deal with other
ijproper court business, and simply be an exercise in futility.

» Croee@coap1ainant's request for COP 128.5 sanctions are denied"
i without prejudice.

A copy of this minute order is mailed to all counsel appearing
at the hearing.
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